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[puzzle]
Try it, combine it, get excited about [puzzle]!
This model is pure flexibility and allows you to re-de-

sign your furniture over and over again. Let your imagination run wild with various loose backrests, cushions,
armrests as well as a smart connection set. Or the com-

bination of covers and colours!

Cover: T88/97 black & white

spring core

combination

attachment

www.schillig.com

storage place

contrasting thread

metal colour
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Chaises

N148

N185

N222

chaise without back

chaise without back

chaise without back

147/110/41/41

184/110/41/41

221/110/41/41

N148R

N185R

N222R

N148L

N185L

N222L

chaise back right or left,
fixed

chaise back right or left,
fixed

chaise back right or left,
fixed

chaise back right or left,
fixed

chaise back right or left,
fixed

chaise back right or left,
fixed

147/99/67/41

185/99/67/41

222/99/67/41

147/99/67/41

185/99/67/41

222/99/67/41

Ottomans

G111

Q111

ottoman

ottoman square

110/72/41/41

110/110/41/41

Accessories

UN

UW

EK

PK

PW

SA

SAC

VE

small pillow

large pillow

top part for corner element

back attachment

cosy attachment

arm part attachment

arm part attachment
including cup holder black

connecting part
= one bundle

61/11/36/41

62/14/62/41

95/95/29/41

68/33/29/41

179/43/29/41

34/81/17/41

34/81/17/41

All specified dimensions are approximate in width/depth/height/seat height. We would like to point out that deviations of +/- 2 cm may occur depending on the filling material used and its upholstering.
Please contact us if you would like more detailed information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.
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Attachments
Various
attachments
with non-slip
matting on
their base let
you design
your furniture
individually.

Create a
corner or a
one arm
chaise with
the back
cushion
attachment
called EK. Or
with the cozy attachment PW.

Metal colours
for legs
The metal leg
F S1 is
available in
the versions
high-gloss
chrome, silver,
bronze or black. Please indicate your
preferred appearance when ordering.

Contrasting
thread
In some
leather and
fabric colours
this model can
be supplied
with a
contrasting-coloured thread, at no
surcharge.

Order checklist

Order information
Attachments:
The attachments have non-slip matting on their base, which
allows individual design. Staining of the leather and
detachment of the natural material will not occur with
everyday use. The furniture fabric will not become pilled or
discoloured. This has been tested at a revolution rate of
30,000 abrasion cycles.
Seam appearance:
Decorative, felled or double seams may appear different in
fabric and leather versions. For manufacturing reasons,
seams may be left out of the fabric version or replaced with
simple seams.
Contrasting thread:
This model is available in leather and some fabric colours
with contrasting colour thread on request at no extra
charge. You will find the specified colours on the cover sheet
of the individual leather qualities in our fabric/leather
trolley. Please always state the contrast thread number,
otherwise it will be delivered tone in tone.
Thread implementation:
The model is produced in fabric cover with a flat felled seam.
In leather and with contrasting coloured thread it is
produced with a special cross-stitched seam as standard.
Please note: a cross-stitched special seam is not available
with fabric cover!
All of the dimensions given are approximate dimensions
in cm. We reserve the right to make changes. Dimensions
are given as follows: width/depth/height/seat height.
Seat depth: ca. 57 cm
Model-specific qualities:
The upholstery of this model has intentionally been made
loosely to create a certain visual effect. This is not a quality

Always new
Individual
elements ca
be firmly
connected to
each other
using the
included
connecting rails. This can be appliable on
different sides. So you can simply “conjure
up” new furniture variations every now
and then.

• Structure and cover (order information)
• Metal colour for legs
• Ottomans
• Pillows
• Attachments
• Contrasting thread

defect but a model-specific characteristic that guarantees
optimum seat comfort.
Chromatic aberrations:
The wooden structure is different from ordering to ordering.
Deliveries after colour samples are basically excluded from
complaints and exchange. We take care of the best
correspondence possible.
Connection bundle:
The connection bundle consists of two metal rails. It allows
the elements N 148, N 185 and N 222 to be firmly
connected together in an assemly. For this purpose, each
element has screws on the required connecting sides. The
metal rails supplied can then be attached individually.
Depending on the order, you will receive different numbers
of connectors, the quantity of which is determined by the
manufacturer.
Combined covers:
The chair can also be supplied in a combination of different
cover qualities. This is shown at the price list.
Price 1: Body/seat parts
Price 2: Back attachments
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Upholstered furniture frame structure

Upholstered furniture made with passion.
Your model is the product of German design and engineering. The family-owned company W.SCHILLIG has more
than 70 years’ experience of technical skill, trend-setting ideas, attractive design and know-how from Germany.
The result is upholstered furniture that guarantees first class comfort and attention to detail. We keep sustainability and protection of resources in mind when choosing the materials we use.

1. Frame – Beech wood structure
2. Seat suspension with springy wooden slats
3. Seat upholstery structure – spring core with diolen cover
incorporated into ergo-PUR-foam
4. Back suspension with beech wood structure and flexible
upholstery straps
5. Back upholstery structure of ergo-PUR-foam with diolen cover

The design of the cross section shown here does not correspond to
the model on this page of the catalogue.

Legs

metal leg diff. metal
col.

Metal colours:
Some of the metal legs are available in different metal colours. Please
indicate the colour when ordering.
Powder-coated:
The colours M21 silver, M56 bronze and M99 black are powder-coated.
Legs and floor protection:
In case of very slender furniture legs with deliberately filigree shapes and
with small surfaces, it comes to a raised pressure on the floor. We
recommend felt pads or another suitable mat as protection for scratches
and pressure points in connection with sensitive and/or soft floors. Even if
you barely move the furniture, it can be helpful to have a carpeted floor.

F Y1

Available metal colours

high-gloss chr.

silver

bronze

black

M20

M21

M56

M99

www.schillig.com
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The RAL quality mark for furniture stands for the
certain knowledge that this is a non-hazardous
piece of furniture of reliably high quality and with
an attractive design. The Deutsche Gütegemeinschaft Möbel makes sure of this with numerous
tests. Inspections also safeguard the testing
system.

The highest European accolade for
systematic, in-house, environmental
management. Improvement of
environmental protection services.
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puzzle - living room examples
sofa combination

corner combination

N 185L li - N 222R re

N 185 - N 185

284x222

294x184

Cover: T88/23 silver grey

Cover: Z78/52 curcuma
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